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TECHNICAL REPORT (Part 1) 

Explanation of the work carried out by the participants (max 10.000 characters, including spaces) 

The project focuses on autism spectrum disorders (ASDs), complex neurodevelopmental conditions 
characterized by impairment of reciprocal social interactions, problems in communication, and a 
restricted range of behaviors and interests. The comprehensive evaluation of a big cohort of patients 
with ASDs will contribute to the establishment of the Romanian Registry for ASD, and will offer data 
for improving the early diagnosis and understanding of ASDs mechanisms.  
Phase II activities: Completion of the patient and control group; clinical and genetic 
characterization of the patient and control group 
A 2.1. Patient and control group enrollment.  
A 2.2. Genetic tests (Array-CGH studies, fragile X studies, WES) of patients and control groups 
included in the study. 
A 2.3. Elaboration of scientific papers / communications. 
 
PP performed A.2.1 and participated in A 2.3 
In this second phase we continued the enrollment of ASDs patients. Inclusion criteria were 
represented by DSM V recommendations for ASD, and ADI-R / ADOS score positive for ASD. All 
children were evaluated as follows: general clinical examination with special attention for 
anthropometric parameters and dysmorphological features, neurological examination, psychiatric 
and psychological evaluation. Detailed data regarding pregnancy and birth, psychomotor 
development, association of other medical conditions, familial history positive for a neuropsychiatric 
condition (ASD, developmental delay, intellectual disability, speech delay, hyperkinesia etc.) were 
also recorded. Electroencephalographic studies – EEG - were performed routinely. The results of 
specific investigations, such as biological tests, neuroimaging studies, ultrasounds, ECG etc., were 
also analyzed and interpreted in the clinical context of each patient.  
Two hundred and sixty children with ASD were included in the second year of project: 217 boys and 
43 girls, with age ranging between 20 months and 18 years (mean age=6.72 years/80.66 months, and 
a standard deviation (SD) = 50.43). This group included 6 pairs of ASDs siblings, and 56 children with 
other first and/or second-degree relatives with neuropsychiatric conditions. Regarding the cognitive 
development, 115 children associated intellectual disability: 48 children mild intellectual disability, 38 
patients, moderate intellectual disability, and 29 children presented severe intellectual disability.  All 
children had speech delay, especially in that concern the age of first syllables and first words, but also 
regarding the language development, dyslalia being a very common feature in our patients. 76 
children had different dysmorphic features, especially at the level of the face and included 
epicanthus, long eyelashes, broad nasal bridge, malformed ears, micrognathia as the most common. 
Neurological features were the following: muscle hypotonia in 71 children, epileptic seizures in 7 
patients, ataxia in 3 children, dyskinesia in 3 patients, brain anomalies in 25 patients. Frequent 
respiratory infections were noted in 39 patients; two children had heart malformation and another 
child, kidney malformation. 
Blood samples were drawn from all these patients. 
Due to the current COVID pandemic situation, the enrollment was done mostly towards the last 
trimester of 2020 and it was not possible to start the enrollment of the control group.  
 
P1 activities: regarding the preliminary results from NGS experiments, P1 has in various projects 
across different brain-related disease groups whole genome sequenced 1497 samples. P1 is currently 
working to establish the data infrastructure and analytical pipeline to analyze these data. P1 will use 
this infrastructure thus created for the whole genome sequence data from ASD participants.  
 



 
P2 performed A.2.2 and participated in A 2.3.  
A total of 613 biological samples were received, consisting of peripheral blood from 228 children with 
ASDs, and 374 parent samples; also, 11 additional samples from the siblings of ASDs patients were 
received. 
The biological samples were processed for DNA isolation and long term storage. Genomic DNA 
(gDNA) was extracted using PureLink Genomic DNA Mini Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific) following the 
manufacturer protocol with minor changes; the concentration and quality of gDNA were assessed 
using a Nanodrop 2000 spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher Scientific). 
DNA genomic profiling  
Array-based comparative genomic hybridization (array-CGH) was used to screen for genomic 
imbalances in 63 patient samples; data analysis was performed for 71 patients. Agilent SurePrint G3 
Human CGH Microarray Kit 180K, with a median spacing of 11 kb (in Refseq genes), was used for 
array-CGH, following the manufacturer’s protocol (Agilent Oligonucleotide Array-Based CGH for 
Genomic DNA Analysis Enzymatic Labeling for Blood, Cells, or Tissues Protocol, Version 8, December 
2019). Commercial Agilent Human Reference DNA was used as sex-matched reference. In brief, the 
input quantity of DNA was 500-1000 ng gDNA; the labeling of the reference DNA samples was 
performed with Cy5-dUTP and patient DNA samples with Cy3-dUTP, respectively (inversed polarity), 
using SureTag DNA Labeling Kit (Agilent Technologies). The hybridization was performed at 67°C for 
24 hours with a rotation speed of 20 rpm. A two-step post-hybridization washing procedure was 
performed. The slides were scanned at 3 microns resolution using Agilent SureScan Microarray 
Scanner System; data were extracted and analyzed using Agilent Cytogenomic Software v.5.1.2.1. GC 
correction algorithm and diploid peak centralization were used for data normalization; ADM2 
algorithm with an aberration threshold of 6 was used for CNVs calling. The aberration threshold was 
set at a log2 ratio value of +/- 0.25 for at least three consecutive probes. The genomic profile was 
also manually evaluated for probes uniformity within aberrant intervals. Public resources and 
databases (UCSC genome browser, DGV, OMIM, DECIPHER, ClinVar, ClinGen Genome Dosage Map 
etc) and the scientific literature were used for CNVs annotation and interpretation. For CNVs 
classification the scoring guidelines of the American College of Medical Genetics (2011, revised in 
2013) were used, with the following categories: pathogenic, likely pathogenic, variant of 
undetermined significance (VOUS), benign and likely benign. Data analysis, CNVs classification and 
interpretation of clinical significance was performed for the entire patient’s group (71 patients) 
investigated by array-CGH in 2019 and 2020. CNVs annotation was performed using GRCh 37 (hg 19) 
build.  
Five pathogenic (four deletions and one duplication) and three likely pathogenic CNVs were 
detected. The pathogenic CNVs involve three syndromic regions (1q21.1, 3q13.31 and Xp22.31), a 
region (11q24) that includes the MRD4 locus (Mental retardation, autosomal dominant 4 - MIM 
612581), and a region previously reported as imbalanced in patients with neurodevelopmental 
disorders (15q21-q22). The three likely pathogenic CNVs (two duplications and one deletion) involve 
genes / regions previously reported in association with autism or other neurodevelopmental 
disorders. The pathogenic/likely pathogenic CNVs ranged from ~28 kb to 16.8 Mb, with a median of 
2.37 Mb. All pathogenic/likely pathogenic CNVs were simple deletions or duplications except for one, 
a complex rearrangement of 11q21.1 with a duplication of the critical region of 1q21.1 duplication 
syndrome flanked by two deletions. Twenty-two CNVs of uncertain significance (VOUS) were 
detected in our patients. Nineteen VOUS CNVs were unique events; three VOUS CNVs were 
associated with another genomic imbalance (one pathogenic, one likely pathogenic and one VOUS, 
respectively).  
FMR1 gene investigation for trinucleotide repeats associated with Fragile X syndrome 
Optimization of the triplet primed PCR protocol for Fragile X testing. 
The methods chosen for the identification of the CGG repeats in FMR1 gene have been based on the 
triplet primed PCR reported in the literature. In particular, two scientific works reporting three 



 
different protocols have been considered (Teo et al., 2012 and Rajan-Babu et al., 2015). 
In silico verification of the primers sets reported in these two articles has been performed using 
Primer-BLAST tool. All the primers matched with the region of interest in FMR1 gene. The 
optimization steps performed in this phase focused on establishing the quantity of reagents for 
different PCR experiments and the total reaction volume. For the tested protocols no satisfactory 
results have been obtained for the moment, thus prompting further optimization. As all the steps of 
the three published protocols have been strictly followed (thermocycling program, primers, dNTPs 
and Taq polymerase concentrations etc.) we hypothesised that an adjustment of the amount of DNA 
in the reaction is needed. Thus, in the next experiments different amounts of DNA and different 
types of polymerase will be tested in order to optimize the reaction.  
MS-MLPA 
Molecular diagnosis of FXS relies on the identification of the number of CGG repeats and/or 
methylation status in the FMR1 promotor region. In order to investigate both the methylation status 
of the promoter and the gene copy number of the FMR1 and AFF2, we set up our Methylation 
Specific Multiplex Ligation-Dependent Probe Amplification (MS-MLPA) experimental conditions. To 
date, a total of 75 male patients with autism spectrum disorders were tested.  
MS-MLPA was performed using SALSA ME029 probe mix following the manufacturer’s instructions 
(MRC Holland, The Netherlands). After several optimization steps, the starting amount of gDNA from 
patients and references used in experiments was set up at 50 ng peripheral blood gDNA in 5 ul 
volume for each MS-MLPA reaction and the volume of PCR products added in reaction for fragment 
separation by capillary electrophoresis at 0.75 uL. Capillary electrophoresis was performed on ABI 
3500 Genetic Analyzer and data were extracted with Data Collection Software (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific Inc., USA). Data analysis was performed using the Excel-based Coffalyser Software 
(http://www.mlpa.com/coffalyser/). In each experimental run and subsequent data analysis, at least 
three reference samples, a full mutation male sample and a non-template control of the reaction 
were included. Copy number changes, as well as methylation status, were determined by comparison 
to the normal reference samples. 
Each MS-MLPA reaction generated two products: one gives information about copy number 
variations on FMR1 and AFF2 genes and the other given information about FMR1 and AFF2 
methylation status. Two samples had an abnormal methylation status of FMR1 gene indicative of a 
full mutation for Fragile X syndrome. In addition, one patient presented an abnormal pattern of 
peaks in the undigested sample with loss of two control fragments (probe length 274 and 391 bp). 
These fragments are generated by probes complementary to Xp22; the absence of these fragments 
indicate a deletion of Xp22 involving at least STS and HDHD1 genes. This result was confirmed by 
array-CGH which revealed a 1.6 Mb deletion of Xp22.31 (one of the previously described pathogenic 
CNVs). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Overview of the progress of work towards the objectives of the project, including milestones and deliverables 
identified in the project contract. The report must include explanations justifying the differences between the 
work expected to be carried out in accordance with the project contract and that actually carried out. (max 
10.000 characters, including spaces) 



 
Our project aims to: improve early recognition and clinical diagnosis of ASD; develop and implement 
a comprehensive protocol for genetic testing and biomedical imaging; devise recommendations for 
patient-centered intervention plan; provide research-based knowledge for development of 
social/school/professional integration programs, and ultimately initiate the establishment the 
Romanian National Registry for ASDs. 
The project key targets are: 
-  optimized protocol for clinical evaluation of ASDs patients; 
-  imagistic protocol for brain MRI of ASDs patients; 
-  genetic testing algorithm for ASD patients; 
- project database integrating patient clinical and genetic data for the initiation of the Romanian 
National Registry for ASDs; 
- establishment of communication channels and dissemination of results towards patient 
associations and other suitable stakeholders, general public, healthcare authorities. 
 
Due to the current COVID pandemic situation and to the interdependent nature of the project 
activities, there were some delays in patient and control group enrollment, which led to a decreased 
level of all the other activities starting with the beginning of the pandemic (March 2020 - National 
State of Emergency). PP enrolled 260 patients with ASD, most of them in the last trimester of year 
2020. P1 is currently working to establish the data infrastructure and analytical pipeline to analyze 
data from whole genome sequencing performed on ASD participants.  P2 continued the screening of 
genomic imbalances by array-CGH (63 ASD patient samples) and of methylation status of FMR1 and 
FMR2 genes by MLPA, in male patients only (75 ASD patient samples). P2 also started the 
optimization of fragile X testing by triplet primed PCR.   
The deliverables of this phase are: 
- the personal file for each patient – this file includes data about pregnancy, birth, psychomotor 
development, association of other medical conditions, familial history positive for a neuropsychiatric 
condition (ASD, developmental delay, intellectual disability, speech delay, hyperkinesia etc.), 
vaccinations, general clinical examination, anthropometric parameters, dysmorphological features, 
neurological examination, psychiatric and psychological evaluation, the results of specific 
investigations (neuroimaging studies – computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, 
electroencephalographyic studies, blood tests, ultrasounds etc.);  
- a database of the patients – with recorded patient data; 
- biological samples collection with blood samples for genetic tests taken from 228 children and 
parents and/or siblings; 
- genomic profiles obtained by chromosomal microarray technique; 
- methylation and CNV profiles of FMR1 and AFF2 by MLPA technique. 
 

 

Details on the exploitation and dissemination of the results and of the activities (max 3.000 characters, 
including spaces) 

Dissemination activities were limited due to COVID-19 pandemic. The project team attended to 
several on line scientific conferences, where scientific communications related to the project were 
presented (see list of indicators). One paper was submitted to Balkan Medical Journal – under 
review. 
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ment publication1 Definition provided by Core indicators 2014-

2021 Guideline 
(https://uefiscdi.gov.ro/eea-norway-grants)2 

Number of peer-reviewed 
scientific publications 
submitted  

Number Scientific 
article and 
conference 
communicatio
n papers (oral 
presentations 
and posters) 

1. Phenotypic variability of 17q12 
microdeletion syndrome – three cases and 
review of literature. Andreea Țuțulan-Cuniță, 
Anca Gabriela Pavel, Luiza Dimos, Florina 
Mihaela Nedelea, Alina Ursuleanu, Anca 
Teodora Neacșu, Magdalena Budișteanu, 
Danai Stambouli. Balkan Medical Journal. 
Under review 
2. Copy number variants in autism spectrum 
disorders patients. S. M. Papuc, A. Erbescu, C. 
Iliescu, M. Dobre, I. Minciu, F. Rad, I. 
Mihailescu, L. Mateescu, A. C. Tutulan-Cunita, 
R. Grozavescu, E. Andrei, B. Budisteanu, I. 
Focsa, F. Linca, D. Ioana, G. Gaina, L. 
Albulescu, I. Dobrescu, M. Budisteanu, A. 
Arghir. European Conference of Human 
Genetics, 12-15 June 2020. 
3. Clinical and genetic characteristics in 
Romanian autism spectrum disorders patients. 
Magdalena Budisteanu, Sorina Mihaela Papuc, 
Alina Erbescu, Maria Dobre, Gisela Gaina,  
Laura Mateescu, Raluca Grozavescu, 
Emanuela Andrei, Bogdan Budisteanu, Cristina 
Anghelescu, Cristina Nedelcu, Florentina Linca, 
Doina Ioana,  Iuliana Dobrescu, Florina Rad, A. 
Arghir. Excellence in Pediatrics Conference, 3-
5 December 2020 
4. Epilepsy in children with autism spectrum 
disorder. Magdalena Budisteanu, Dana Craiu, 
Catrinel Iliescu, Carmen Burloiu, Niculina 
Butoianu, Diana Barca, Cristina Motoescu, 
Oana Tarta-Arsene, Bogdan Budisteanu, 
Sorina Mihaela Papuc, Andreea Tutulan-
Cunita, Ina Focsa, Florina Rad, Aurora Arghir, 
Iuliana Dobrescu. Romanian Society Against 
Epilepsy Conference, 4-7 November 2020. 
5. Aspecte genetice ȋn tulburarea de spectru 
autist: rolul investigațiilor genomice ȋn 
algoritmul de diagnostic. Magdalena 
Budisteanu, Sorina Mihaela Papuc, Alina 
Erbescu, Florina Rad, Iuliana Dobrescu, Aurora 
Arghir. National Conference of Psychiatry with 
international participation, 23-26 September 
2020 

                                                           
1
Gold Open Acces, pending Open Acces, other 

2
Definition provided by Core indicators 2014-2021 Guideline (https://uefiscdi.gov.ro/eea-norway-grants) 

https://uefiscdi.gov.ro/eea-norway-grants
https://uefiscdi.gov.ro/eea-norway-grants


 
6. The emerging pattern of shared polygenic 
architecture of psychiatric disorders - 
conceptual and clinical implications. Ole A. 
Andreassen.  The “Victor Babeș” National 
Institute of Pathology Annual Scientific 
Meeting & 13th National Pathology 
Symposium, 5-7 November 2020. 
 

Number of joint,peer-
reviewed, scientific 
publications submitted 

Number  Submission confirmation from editorial board 
 
(A single scientific publication submitted with 
co-authors from the Donor State and 
Beneficiary State partners. It may be 
submitted to a peer-reviewed journal, 
conference, book or other peer-reviewed 
publication. The publication should be a direct 
result of cooperation between Beneficiary 
State and Donor State organisations, funded 
under EEA and Norway Grants 2014-2021. If 
submitted to several publications, it is counted 
only once) 

Number of jointly registered 
applications for Intellectual 
Property Protection 

Number N/A Proof of submission and register number from 
IP office 
 
(Any application for registration of copyright, 
industrial design, trademark, patent or 
community design. The application should be 
filed jointly by Project Promoters or project 
partners, with Donor State project partners. 
The application should be made to a National 
Patent Office (of Beneficiary State and/or 
Donor State), or European Patent Office, or 
third countries' Patent Offices) 

Number of joint applications 
for further funding 

Number N/A Proof of applications submission from the 
funding body 
 
(Joint applications for further funding 
submitted to an alternative source of funding 
to the EEA and Norway Grants. The submission 
should be a continuation of existing 
collaboration supported by the EEA and 
Norway Grants, including at least 1 researcher 
from the supported Donor State partner and 1 
researcher from the supported Beneficiary 
State partner. Submissions should take place 
before April 2024) 

Number of jobs created Number N/A Project records 
 
(Additional jobs (positions) created in an 
organisation targeted by the programme. A 



 
job should be permanent, full-time equivalent 
and paid. To be treated as permanent, a job 
should have a life expectancy of at least one 
year. The job position should be filled) 

Number of (pro) Roma 
organisations involved in 
projects 

Number N/A Semi-annual 
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